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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a continuous function 6 : Rn --> Rn and a differential equation 
of the form 
9 = g(x), (1) 
whose solutions are uniquely determined by their initial values. A problem 
of considerable importance to the qualitative theory of differential equations 
concerns the specification of general conditions under which such an 
autonomous system necessarily has a critical point. For R” :-= R2 it is well 
known from PoincarC-Hcndixson theory that if there exists a positively or 
negatively bounded solution, then the system has at least one critical point. 
It is natural, therefore, to ask if the same is true for systems of high dimen- 
sions. 
In Section 2 of this paper we shall show by examples that in Euclidean 
spaces of dimensions larger than 2 that differential equations can have 
bounded solutions and no critical points. Of more significance the second 
example presented shows that in Ii”, n > 3, all solutions of a differential 
equation may be bounded without necessitating the existence of a critical 
point. The referee has brought to our attention that a previous example 
exhibiting such behavior is described in the unpublished lecture notes of 
L. Markus (attributed to Tcrasaka). Our construction, however, is simpler, 
and we have exhibited explicitly the corresponding differential equation. 
In Section 3 WC prove a theorem specifying conditions which assure the 
existance of critical points for autonomous differential equations acting in 
any space Rn. 
For simplicity in presenting our results on the existence of critical points 
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let 115 assume that Equation (1) has solutions defined for all time passing 
through each point in Rn which are uniquely determined and continuously 
dependent on their initial data. We shall denote by x(t; [) the solution 
passing through the point 6 at time t = 0. If 5’ C R” and 6, is a fixed 
time, then x(t, ; S) denotes the set (x(t, ; E) : 4 G S>. A set S’ is said to 
be coustmined under the action of the differential equation (I) if there 
exist L, +: 0 such that X(L, ; S) C S. Let .‘5 be a set whose complement i.n P 
has at most one unbounded component. Let S* denote the union of S with 
all bounded components of its complement. If S’+ is mapped onto a convex 
set under a homcomorphism of R” onto itself, then we shall say that S is 
homeomorphically externally co~ve.~. WC shall prove the following theorem 
on the existence of critical points. 
THEOREM 1. If Equation (1) constrains a hounded open set S which is 
homeomorphically extmzally convex, then l?quation (1) Izm a critical point in S4’. 
‘I’he second example in Section 2 is constructed by partitioning and 
filling H’” with flows on tori. This theorem suggests that in some sense such 
constructions characterize bounded flows without critical points. That is, 
our results come close to saying that critical point free bounded flows 
necessarily partition Rn into torus resembling structures or their more 
complicated analogues in higher dimensions. These ideas hint at many 
intriguing problems concerning the geometry of .flows. 
We note that if equation (I) constrains a bounded open set S which is 
homcomorphically externally convex, then since for any fixed t, , s(ll ; .) 
is a homeomorpl~ism on R”, it also constrains P. We also note that it follows 
from the fact that ~(t, ; .) is a homeomorphism that x(tl ; S) 3 S and 
x(t, ; SF) n SS* being empty (where LLS* denotes the houndaly of ,S*) 
imply equation (1) constrains x(t,, ; S). Hence ~(t, ; S) 3 S and 
“(t, ; i)S*) n aS* empty imply the existence of a critical point. 
Theorem I in terms of dynamical systems 77 : R :r: KY& --j. Rn takes the 
following form. 
THEORI:.M I'. Letn : R x R” -> R” be a dynamical system which constrains 
a bounded open set S which is homeomorphically externally convex. Then r 
has a critical point in S*. 
In addition to Theorems 1 and 1’ we shall prove the following corollary 
which extends results such as contained in Bhatia and &ego [I]. 
COROTLAKY 1. Let a dynamical system v : R x Ii” -+ A” have a compact 
.weak attractor W. Suppose U is an open neighborhood of W and r(t; U) for 
all t sz&Eciently large is contained ill a compact homeomovphically encternally 
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conves subset of the region of weak attraction of TV. Then z- has at least one 
critical point. 
2. EXAMPLES OF BOUNDED FLOWS HAVING NO CRITICAL POINTS 
Construction of flows on AR which have some bounded solutions but no 
critical points can be done very simply as illustrated in Figure 1. A differential 
equation generating such a flow is given in the next paragraph. 
Let x = (X1 , xa , s x ) and let the continuous function p : R -+ R be such 
that p(O) # 0 and p(r) = 0 for r > 1. Consider the system 
4 = --xl (2) 
*:i = p(x12 + $2) 
Then for any t, E R and ~11 > 1 and p E R, (u cos(t -)- t,), 01 sin(t + t,), p) is a 
bounded (periodic) solution of (2). Clearly (xJ2 + (-~r)~ + p(xr2 -I-- x2”)” > 0 
for all (x1 , X~ , x3) E R3, so there are no critical points. 
Let us now illustrate a flow in which all trajectories arc bounded but 
which contains no critical point. In Figure 2 WC indicate a flow on a torus 
imbedded in a larger flow, shown for a segment of a larger torus. The flow 
on the surface of both the small and the large torus is invariant and parallel, 
but internal to the large torus and engulfing the smaller torus the flow 
assumes a whirlpool character which allows continuity to the maintained. 
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Now if we think of the large torus as embedded in a still larger torus with 
precisely the same whirlpool type flow about it as above the small torus 
contained in its interior, then WC see how a larger portion of R3 can be filled 
with a fiow which has no critical points. Obviously we can continue this 
imbcdding process indefinitely and thereby ii11 R3 with bounded flows 
without introducing a critical point. The flow in the smallest torus is the 
natural periodic flow. 
We now present a differential equation generating precisely such a flow. 
Let c,? = $-(4’+1 -- 4), &, = (0, c,. , 0) and 1.(r) I--= 2 -- (-1)’ for r = 0, 1, 
2 ,... . Let Cr be the circle in H3 with center c”, and radius 4’ * 2 which lies in 
the plane determined by V, and “i(T) , where zlI = (1, 0, 0), 2)a = (0, 1, 0), 
and ‘ua ::I:: (0, 0, 1). For r - 0, I,..., let Tr bc the solid torus 
{x E R” : J(x, CT) < 4’). 
Note that the center E,, of Tr is on the circle Crfl, so T' C Trfl and (J” Tr=R3. 
Dcfine the linear functions 
G(4 = (0, -x3 , ~1 
G,(x) = (x2 , --xl , 0) 
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If x E Tr, then Gi(r)(x - E) f 0 since G,o(y - E) = 0 only for y on the 
central axis of T’, that is, on the line through c” perpendicular to the vzvi(r) 
plane. Define h,(x) = min{l, 1 - d(x, To)}. For Y = 1, 2 ,..., define 
&(x) = min(1, 1 - d(x, Tr), d(x, T+l)>. The differential equation in Rs is 
(3) 
We shall write gr(x) for G,&x - &) &(x) and g(x) = C~=sg,.(x) so (3) is 
x = g(x). By definition the functions h, and G+) are Lipschitzian with 
constant 1, but the finite sums and products of Lipschitzian functions are 
locally Lipschitzian. In particular if fi and fs are functions with Lipschitz 
constants L, and L, on a compact set Q, i.e., / $;(xl) --fi(xs)I < Li j x1 - x, 1 
for i = 1,2 and for xr , x2 EQ, then fig2 is Lipschitz on Q with Lipschitz 
constant LI supzEQ 1 fi(x)I -I- L, sup,,~ 1 fi(x)l. Since R3 = (Jr=, 1” and 
Tr C Tr+l, and k,(x) = gnr(x) = 0 f orxE Trandm > r, forany T’,g is the 
finite sum g, + **. + g,. . Therefore g is (locally) Lipschitzian on each TT and 
so is locally Lipschitzian on R3, and solutions of (3) are unique. 
We now show g(x) + 0 f or all x E Rn. Fix x. Let r = min{s : x E TS}. 
Since h,Jx) = 0 for m > Y, if r = 0, g(x) = g”(x) = Gr(x - 0) # 0. 
Suppose r > 0. To fix i(r), let I’ be even so Z(T) = 1. The argument for n 
odd is similar. If d(x, T”) > l(m < r) then &(x) = 0. If d(x, T*-I) > 1, 
h,?(x) = 1 and g(x) == gr(x) := Gr(x - fr,) f 0. If 0 < d(x, Tr-l) < 1, then 
h,(x) -: 0 unless m = Y or Y - 1. The first component of G,(,-r) (that is, 
of G,) is zero and hence of g&x) is 0. Therefore, the first component of 
g(x) is the first component of g,.(x), which is (xs - c,.) h,(x). To show that 
g(x) f 0, then, it suffices that x2 f c, , (which we will see holds because 
1 xg - c,~ j is small). Since &.-r is the center of C,-, , if y E Tr-‘, then 
d(y, z+J < radius Cr-,l -+ d(y, C,-,) < 2 * 4r-r + 4r-l, and 1 xs - c,-~ / < 
I(%, x2 P x3) - (0, G-1, O)l = H(x, Zr-,) < 3 . 4r-r + 1. The triangle ine- 
quality gives 
1 xy - c, 1 2 I c, - G-1 I - I x2 - G-11 
>(2.4’-2~4T-1)-(3.41-1+l)>0 for r>l. 
Hence g(x) f 0. 
The bouadedness of all solutions follows from the fact that R3 = (JR,, Ty, 
TV C Tr+l, and each T’ is invariant. To see that each 11‘7 is invariant, note 
that for any x in. the boundary of T*, g(x) -J g?(x) and the trajectory through x 
is a circle remaining on the boundary of T’. Clearly all solutions of (3) are 
bounded but there arc no constant solutions. 
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WC can trivially extend our example to flows of dimension n > 3 by 
considering (x, y) E A3 x R+” and the system 
k = g(x) 
j-0 
3. CRITICAL POINTS FOR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIOMS CONSTRAINING 
HOMBOMOI<PHICALLY CONVEX SETS 
In this section WC shall prove Theorem 1 and relate it to other results. 
We first note tllat we could prove this result using asymptotic fixed point 
theory such as presented in references [2]. This would have the advantage 
that most of our argument would go over directly to discrete semigroups. 
We shall not use this approach here, however, since for continuous flows 
it is possible to use simpler tools and keep our presentation more self- 
contained. 
We shall formulate our proof of Theorem 1 through the use of two lemmas 
which are of interest in themselves. Let us first introduce continuous mappings 
of the form TT : R x Rn + Rn where ~(0; [) :=:: t and r(tl + t, ; 8) =: 
z-(tl ; T(%~ ; E)). A mapping such as T is referred to as transformation group 
or dynamical system. Clearly a solution x of Equation (1) is a dynamical 
system. 
.LEMMA 1. Let S be a bounded open cmvex set and bt v : R :: A” + Ii” 
be a dynamical system. If n(t; 8) C S f or all t sujiciently large, then 77 hm 
a critical ,point in S. That is, there exists 5” in S such that rr(t; [*) = <* 
for all t E R. 
Proof” By hypothesis there exists t* > 0 such .that fnr all 1 > t*, 
~(t, s) C: S. From the Brouwcr fixed point theory we may conclude that 
for all t z> t* there exists Et E S such that n(t; ft) :.= 5, . By the standard 
homotopy argument (see [2], page 49) either there exists [, such that 
7r(t; EL) =: Et for all t E [O, t*) or there exists tl E (0, t*) and EL, E s‘,\ S 
such that vr(fi ; fil) = et, . But the existence of Et E ,.q\ S implies 
.n(htl ; &, j C S \ S for all integers K 3 1 and this is con&ry to our hypo- 
thesis that r(t; s) is eventually contained in S. Hence we can only conclude 
t’hat for all t E (0, m) there exists 5, E S such that r(t; f,) -= ft I 
Let {tEj. + 0 and let {tIk) denote a corresponding sqwncc of’ points in S 
such that n(t,, ; t,,) ::= &, . j&J must have a limit point which we denote 
by f* contained in S. We shall show that E* is a critical point of! ‘T. 
If 5” is not a critical point we can choose h* > 0 such that ,rr(h+; [*) f (*. 
We can thus choose a closed neighborhood N(n(h*; e*)) of rr(h*; [*) not 
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containing t*. Fly continuity we can choose a neighborhood AJ,,(t*) of 5” 
with N,,(f*) n N(rr(h*; f*)) empty and E > 0 such that f EN&~*) and 
1 h -- h* 1 < E imply n(h; E) E N(@z*; t*)). We can choose t,: E {tn:} such 
that et, E N,(.$*) and for some positive integer n, / nt,,: - h* 1 < E. But 
fi, : rr(n& ; ttk) and we have that Z-(nt,, ; ft.) E N(n(h*, t*)). Since 
N,)(c*) n N(rr(k*; E*)) is empty we clearly have a contradiction. It follows 
that e* must be a critical point of n and our proof is complete. 
bWvTA 2. Let S C R’” be any bounded open set and let S’” be the union. of S 
with all bounded components of its complement in R”. If for some tl > 0, 
p(tl ; 3) C S, then “(t; s) and rr(t; s*).f OF all t suficiently large aye contained 
in S and S* respectively. 
Proof. ~(1~ , S) C S implies the cxistcnce of a compact set U, C S such 
that m(t; S) C lJO for all t in some interval [tr - 28, , tl -I-- 26,], a,, > 0. 
Furthermore, we may choose a compact set CJ, C S and 8, > 0 such that 
?r(t; U,,) C lJr for all t E [0, S,]. Letting h =:- min{$ , 8,) there exists an 
integer m such that a(mh; S) and z-((jlz + 1)/z; S) are contained in U,, . It 
follows that for all integers k, and k, , that rr((h,,m -I- h,(m + I))h; s) is 
contained in U,, . But every integer greater than (m - 1)m is expressible in 
the form h,m -I- Iz,(m + I), so for all n > (m - I)m we have TT(dz; L?) C U, . 
This, of course, implies n-(t; S) C U, C S for all t zs (m - l)mh, and the 
first part of Lemma 2 is proved. 
Let C, be the unbounded component of R” \ S. Assume S + S* and 
let C be any bounded component of Rn \ S. As a property of homeomorphic 
images WC have that for every t in R, ~(1; C) must bc a bounded component 
of r(t; R” \ S) which is separated from x(t; C,) by x(t; S). For t > (m - 1)mh 
this clearly implies rr(t : C) C S*. Since C is an arbitrary bounded component 
of Rrk \ S, it follows that rr(t : S* \ S) C S* and consequently 
%-(t; (S” \ S) u S) = x(t; P) c S” 
Thus our proof of Lemma 2 is complete. 
for all t > (772 - I)mh. 
THI;OREM 1. Jf Equation (1) constrains a bounded open set S which is 
homeomorphically externally convex, then Equation (1) has a critical point 
contained in S*. 
Proof. By hypothesis there exists a homeomorphism. 4 : R” -+ R” such 
that +(S*) is a bounded open convex set. Letting s(.; 0 denote a solution 
of equation (1) we define T : R x Rn --t RTL by the formula 
and nom that it is a dynamical system. By hypothesis there exist tl f 0 
such that x(tl ; S) C S. Without loss of generality we can assume tl > 0. 
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By Lemma 2 it follows that r(t; s) C S for all t g-cater than some t, > 0. 
Clearly then ~(t; +(s*)) C $(S*) for all t 3 t, . By Lemma 1 there exists 
E* g(b(S*) such that n(t; E*) = 8 * for all t G R. Obviously then 
x(t; $-‘(py) = (f-‘(E*) f or all t E R and the theorem is proved. 
It should be clear that Theorem i is in no way restricted to dynamical 
systems generated by differential equations. That is to say by the same 
proof WC have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Let ‘in : R x R” -> R” he a dynamical system which con.st~&s 
a boun,ded open set S which is homeomorphically exteernaliy convex. Then ‘TT has 
a criticuE point iz S*. 
Let r : R x R” --f Rn be a dynamical system and let W and G he sets 
such that WC G C R” where IV is closed and G is open. Suppose for every 
point $ in G there exists a secluence {tJ --t CO such that n-(t,& ; f) approaches 
the set Was n --> 00. Then W is called a weak attractor under the action of r 
having G contained in its region of weak attraction or influence. In the case 
where W is bounded with G homcomorphic to Ii” and maximai with respect 
to the weak attraction of W, it has been shown by Bhatia and Szego [I] that 
?T has a critical point. The same type of result can be observed to follow 
from the asymptotic fixed point theory in [3] in a much more general setting. 
We shall now prove a corollary to Theorem 2 which generalizes these 
earlier results in a way useful in many applications. 
COROLLARY I. Let a dynamical system rr : R x RtL --+ Rn have n compact 
weak attractor W. Suppose U i.s an. open neighborhood of W and r(t; U) for 
all t suficiently large is contained in a compact homeornorphically externally 
convex subset V of the region of weak attraction G of W. Then 7: has ut least 
one critical point. 
Note. Since I@ is compact it is easily verified that there exists tl > 0 
such that the set P = {r(t; W) : t E [0, tJ is a compa.ct invariant suhsct 
of C. If G is homeomorphically convex or homeomorphically externally 
convex with the union of the bounded components of its complement 
bounded, then clearly the hypotheses of Corollary 1 arc satisfied. 
Proof of Corollary 1. By hypothesis there exists t,, > 0 such that 
a(i; U) C V for all t > tl . There exists a homeomorphism (I, : .P + Rn 
such that gS(V) is externally convex and it follows that we may choose an 
open externally convex neighborhood Q of 4(V) whose closure is contained 
in 4(G). Now defining S = $-l(Q) WC have an open bounded homeomor- 
phically externally convex set containing V and whose closure is contained 
in G. Furthermore, the compactness of s implies th;at there exists t, > 0 
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such that for every x E s there exists t < t, such that ~(t; X) E U. Hence 
for all t > tl + t, , n(t; S) C S, so S is constrained by 7~. It follows from 
Theorem 2 that v has a critical point. 
In closing we note that the results presented on the cxistcnce of critical 
points carry over with very little modification to dynamical systems defined 
on more general linear spaces. The restriction of our discussion to R” has 
been largely for the sake of simplicity rather than necessity. For systems 
considered on more general spaces the reader is referred to [4]. 
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